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Smarter Skies by 2050 

Overview: 

In selecting a topic for this presentation, I looked for something that I could look forward 

to in groundbreaking, inventive air travel technologies for the future. The main goals of the 2050 

vision for ‘Smarter Skies’ by Airbus are more flights, fewer emissions and quicker passenger 

journey times. It consists of five concepts that could be implemented across all the stages of an 

aircraft’s operation to reduce waste in the system (waste in time, waste in fuel, and reduction of 

CO2). These five notions are Eco-climb, Express skyways, Free-glide approaches and landings, 

Ground operations, and Power. Future resolutions incorporate enhancing the environmental 

performance of existing and future aircraft, accommodating projected passenger growth with an 

emphasis on safety, a significantly different experience in commercial air transportation, and a 

concept plane, an “engineer’s dream”, with radical innovations for the future of aviation.  

 

Anticipating Future Needs: 

 Since 2010, Airbus has been collecting data from consulting with more than 1.75 million 

people. At that time, they asked 10,000 people around the globe, who will be passengers in 2050, 

what they want from air travel. The answer: cheaper, greener, and more fun! Once again, in 

2012, another 10,000 stated what they expected from the future of flight: more sustainable; less 

stressful; and more of it. 

 

 63% of people worldwide say they will fly more by 2050 

 60% do not think social media will replace the need to see people face-to-face 

 96% believe aircraft will need to be more sustainable or ‘eco-efficient’ 

 Almost 40% feel air travel (door-to-door) is increasingly stressful 

 86% of people think less fuel burn is key and 85% a reduction in carbon emissions 

 66% want quieter aircraft and 65% planes which are fully recyclable 
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Passenger expectations of air travel in the future. Collected between 2010 and 2012. 
Source: Airbus 
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Eco-climb: 

 Aircraft launched 

through assisted takeoffs using 

renewably- powered, propelled 

acceleration will allow for 

steeper climb from airports to 

minimize noise and reach 

efficient cruise altitudes more 

quickly. An assisted takeoff, 

using some form of propelled 

acceleration, would mean 

aircraft could be lighter, with 

smaller engines consuming less 

fuel. A continuous “eco-climb” 

would further cut noise and CO2 emissions, especially if renewable fuels were used, making the 

process more eco-efficient. With less time and distance required for takeoff, the runways could 

be shortened by up to one-third, minimizing land use, and enabling airport capacity to increase or 

new micro-airports to emerge. 

 This technology would work by maneuvering the aircraft onto a track system and 

accelerated using either electro-magnetic motors built into the track or an inductive circuit within 

the aircraft itself. The ultimate theory is to have a system that not only launches but also captures 

the aircraft, removing the need for landing gear. However, this would require all airports to 

posses the same system, to accommodate all routes along with alternative/diversion airports, and 

most likely is beyond 2050.  

Express Skyways: 

In the upcoming future, a generation of intelligent aircraft could use 4D navigation 

capability to self-select the most efficient, environmentally friendly route, making optimum use 

of prevailing weather, atmospheric conditions and each other. Just as birds heading south for the 

winter save energy by flocking together, formation flight can also boost the efficiency of 

commercial aircraft in high-frequency routes due to drag reduction and lower energy use.  

A study conducted by Stanford University employed simulation and aerodynamics 

analysis to explore the optimum number of aircraft in several configurations or geometries. 

These included a two-aircraft formation, three-aircraft “skein” (the symmetric V-shaped 

formation associated with geese and ducks), an inverted-V and echelon formation. The results 

suggest fuel burn savings of 10-12 percent are possible, with emissions cut by up to 25 percent. 

Picture made to show the possibility of assisted takeoffs 
Source: Airbus 
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Airbus is already looking into cooperative flight scheduling and conducting research into 

aircraft stability and control. Conversely, a new breed of sensors, able to detect the wake of the 

previous aircraft and rapid state changes must be developed. Avionic technologies already make 

this possible in principle. Lightweight remote sensing equipment such as LIDAR (Light 

Detection and Ranging) and Infrared cameras allow aircraft to detect the wake vortex, the 

turbulence produced by an aircraft in flight, of those ahead. 

For aircraft to autonomously keep station, they will need to communicate with each other. High-

speed, real-time computation, communication and coordination would take inputs from all 

sources in the air and on the ground. High bandwidth telecommunications would cope with the 

increase in data being transferred around the network.  

 

Airbus airplanes demonstrating flying in a formation 
Source: Airbus 

Free-glide approach and landing: 

 Currently, aircraft descend in stages and often are forced to wait in the air, circling in 

holding patterns to avoid congested airspace or while awaiting a landing slot. While this is 

happening, leveling off during descent requires an increase in thrust. That means extra fuel burn 

and emissions, as well as unnecessary delays for passengers. Allowing aircraft to take free glide 

approaches into airports would lower emissions during the overall decent and reduce noise 

during the steeper approach as there is no need for engine thrust or air breaking. This will also 

reduce the landing speed earlier, making shorter landing distances achievable with less runway 

needed. 

 The eventual scheme would be to use the same renewably-powered system on landing as 

at takeoff, receiving aircraft and removing the need for landing gear. Either way, as the aircraft 

touches down, kinetic energy can be captured for future use, i.e. powering on-board systems 

during taxiing or the ground-based propulsion system used for takeoff.  
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Ground Operations: 

 According to the International Air Transport Association (IATA), up to six million tons 

of CO2 could be saved each year by reduced engine taxiing. On landing, aircraft engines could 

be switched off sooner, runways cleared faster and ground handling emissions could be cut. 

Technology could optimize an aircraft’s landing position with enough accuracy for an 

autonomous renewably-powered taxing carriage to be ready, so aircraft could be transported 

away from runways quicker, which would optimize terminal space, and remove runway and gate 

limitations. 

 The technologies needed to make this a reality are in close proximity. Ground vehicles 

that can operate without human intervention, sensing and navigating around the dynamic airport 

environment are more than a flight of fancy. They could use electromagnetic currents flowing 

through runway-installed tracks or even wireless high power, with the aircraft perhaps acting as a 

conduit. So too, are energy storage devices capable of storing high amounts of energy received in 

a very short period of time. These could be discharged, either slowly or rapidly, while remaining 

reasonably compact and lightweight and suitable for ground use. Excess energy could also be 

collected during flight to power on-board systems and/or stored for use on the ground.  

 

Ground Operations 
Source: Airbus 

Power: 

 Aviation currently represents 2 percent of total manmade CO2 emissions, 80 percent of 

which is from flights over 1,500 km. for which there is no practical alternative. Along with 

developments in aircraft design and technology and improvements in air traffic management, 

sustainable alternative fuels (such as electricity, hydrogen, solar and more) are a promising 

solution to minimizing CO2 emissions.  
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 The potential benefits of this solution to the long-term availability and affordability of 

fuel means it is fast becoming a very real and viable option. 50/50 blend biofuels already are 

certified for commercial flights. Ultimately, the goal is to achieve the approval of 100 percent 

blends for commercial aircraft. Airbus is acting as a catalyst for sustainable biofuels through an 

ambitious program to form regional biofuel “value chains” in every continent, using the 

Roundtable on Sustainable Biofuels criteria to guarantee sustainability. Five such value chains 

have already been established in Australia, Brazil, Middle East, Romania and Spain.  

Fuel cells are one of the most promising “step change” technologies to power cabin 

operations. As hydrogen is combined with oxygen in a “cold” combustion, the only by-product is 

water. This could be used for the aircraft’s water and waste system, saving water, weight and, in 

turn, fuel consumption and emissions. 

 

Competition: 

 Competition between Airbus and Boeing has existed for years. This rivalry was instigated 

when Airbus sought to compete with the well-established Boeing in the 1970s through its 

introduction of advanced technology. For example, the A300 made the most extensive use of 

composite materials yet seen in an aircraft of that era, and by automating the flight engineer’s 

functions, was the first large commercial jet to have a two-man flight crew. In the 1980s, Airbus 

was the first to introduce digital Fly-by-wire controls into an airliner (the A320).  

 Since then, Airbus has established itself as a viable competitor to Boeing, both companies 

using advanced technologies to seek performance advantages in their products, such as the 

Boeing 787 Dreamliner, being the first large airliner to use composites for most of its 

constructions. 

 

Conclusion: 

 Although these conceptions described are not projected to be fully instituted for another 

four or so decades, studies, hypotheses, research, and experiments are already underway. In fact, 

some of the goals have been partially reached. The advances anticipated by Airbus will 

significantly facilitate the civil air travel industry. 
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